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Meeting Date:  29th June 2019 
Location:  33 Lon Gardner, Valley 
Present:  John Wilson [JW]    Jon  Mossman  [JM]  Caro Wilson [CW] Elizabeth Pope[EP] Stephen Knight[SK]  
Mike Ripley [MR] 
Apologies:  Jo Jones [JJ] 
 
JW opened the meeting by thanking those present for their attendance. 
He also thanked Elizabeth for hosting the meeting and welcomed Wes Johnson to his first committee 
meeting as Training Officer. 
 
Minutes of the previous meeting had been circulated and the following matters arising were discussed and 
noted :- 
 
Draughtsman’s Chair – JW had investigated two different types of chair and showed photos of these. One 
was fabric covered and the other vinyl. Both had same base designed and did not have wheels ( this is 
standard as some users feet do not touch the floor). The committee decided that the vinyl chair would be 
more durable and approved its purchase at a cost of £153.60   [Action JW to order} 
 
Drawing Board – All had previously agreed this was desirable.  JM had investigated used ones from 
Manchester Uni but all had now been disposed of.  Both floor mounted and desk mounted types were 
available from Ebay at an approx. cost of £100 - £150. 
WJ said he had an A1 size, desktop board that could be used if felt appropriate.  All accepted the offer with 
thanks and JM and WJ will liaise to get it to the lookout and set up with the chart. If a new chart was 
deemed desirable, this was approved at a cost of approx. £20.  [Action JM & WJ] 
 
Leaflets – SK asked if we could have some more of the NCI leaflets (English version) to hand out. JW said he 
had tried to get more from Central but non had been forthcoming.  JM said he would take one away and 
produce an electronic version which we could then print out in small quantities or get a larger amount at a 
commercial printers. 
It was also agreed that a quantity of Mike’s submission for the QAVS would be useful to have  [Action JM] 
 
Treasurers Report 
 
Since the last committee meeting, both Internet banking and the ability to make phone calls to the bank 
have been approved. Having access to internet banking is making things much easier. 
 
As of 28.06.19, we have £2982.60 in the bank. The invoice from the NCI shop has been received and paid. 
 
A budget for the next 12 months has been drawn up and recently circulated to committee members. This is 
appended to these minutes. This was discussed and the following points noted :- 
An entry for the Station Managers trips to meetings had been included as it was considered these should 
not be funded personally by the SM. 
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If the SM wished, they could claim the full amount and then gift aid a proportion back, which was 
beneficial to the station. 
 
Following a question by SK about the approximate annual running cost of the station, this appeared to be 
in the order of £3K. 
 
It was noted that there was no entry for the capitation amount. This was purely an oversight and would be 
corrected. 
JW proposed that the budget be accepted subject to the addition of the capitation figure. This was agreed 
and EP would then forward the budget to Central as required. 
JW confirmed that letters of thanks have been sent to all the specific donors.     [Action EP] 
 
Training 
WJ reported that it had been very interesting since assuming the role of TO at the AGM. 
He has already started to formulate a plan for a training day as suggested at the AGM.  This would include 
training sessions on Radio Comms, Maps & Chartwork/First Aid & AED/ General Watch disciplines. There 
would also be a social aspect to the day where watchkeepers can meet and chat. 
This would probably be held in September/October and possible venues are HHCG/Silver 
Bay/HHRNLI/HHYacht Club.  WJ suggested a sub committee be formed to plan it. 
 
Wes has also been in contact with Ralph Morris who is the training officer at Point Lynas NCI. Ralph is very 
keen to have more interaction between the local stations, especially in the area of training.  He has made 
their training manual available to us for information (this was circulated to the committee after the 
meeting) and appears to be an very good resource. Ralph is happy for us to customise it for use as a 
Rhoscolyn training aid which makes good sense.  JM is looking into the “customisation” process. 
Point Lynas could be invited to the planned training day if numbers allowed.? 
 
WJ has organised a RYC radio course for the 27th and 28th July, to be held at Beaumaris Yacht Club. 
Names for this course are :- 
27th   Mike Bond 
 Trevor Sturrock 
 David Hughes 
28th Gerritt Forester 
 
There was some confusion as Rob Warnock thinks he is on a course but isn’t !   
The plan is for candidates to pay their course fees (£60) and then reclaim from NCI.  This was felt unfair 
and Ralph Morris is investigating a way of NCI paying direct. 
It had also been requested that stations contribute £20 each for cleaning the Beaumaris Yacht Club after 
use.  There was a suggestion that our capitation fees should be used for this type of thing, and £60 (3 
stations) seems a lot to clean a room. 
 
EP said that following her and Caro’s meeting with Border Force staff, they have offered to give a talk on 
their work and how it could relate to our activities. This could be included in the training day schedule. 
 
MR said that he was willing to organise another session of the Powerboat 2 course. This could benefit 
watchkeepers by increasing their understanding of the requirements of operating a powerboat, which 
would enable them to interact with boat owners better. 
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Fundraising 
As JJ was not available, CW gave a brief report on progress. 
The planning for the coffee morning / Auction (7th August) was progressing and she had now prepared a 
poster that would be used to advertise the event in the locality. 
JM suggested contacting Keith Moore from Anglesey Social Media to ask if he could publicise the event 
[Action JM to contact KM !]  
 
Auction prizes have been offered by Stenna, Coffee Cups Café, Catch 22 Brasserie, etc plus offers of B&B, 
Books.  Various members have offered to provide cakes and other comestibles for the event. 
CW is still trying to source an auctioneer and JM suggested that we try and borrow a PA system as that 
would make it much clearer. [Action JM to source PA system!] 
JW confirmed that the risk assessment for the event is in progress and he will liaise with JM to finalise this 
soon. 
CW clarified that she is dealing with the coffee morning side of things and JJ is organising the auction. 
 
AOB 
 
Railings – JW and Mike Bond had inspected the railings surrounding the lookout. It their opinion they are 
structurally sound and present no risk from collapse etc. 
There are some areas of corrosion that have produced holes which could be a hazard for trapping small 
fingers etc.  These will be repaired with filler before being repainted. 
 
As Tim Hopper had done a very good job so far on painting these as well as repairing the hinges on the 
main door, JW would approach him to see if he would act as “maintenance Coordinator” so there was 
single point of contact for getting these jobs done.  It would be on the understanding that any proposed 
expenditure would be authorised in advance.       [Action JW] 
 
WJ said the he had collected what might be described as junk into the outer cupboard. This would be 
disposed of soon unless anyone had any objections. 
JW suggested that we need to keep the noticeboard up to date with current notices.  WJ and JM said they 
would look into this.           [Action   WJ and JM] 
 
Gas Cylinders - Following the discussion at the AGM about this, it was agreed not to pursue the idea of 
having large cylinders in a cage outside the lookout due to the cost and safety issues. 
Following a discussion, it was agreed that a second Calor cylinder be obtained courtesy of JW.  We would 
then get Lew ? our gas fitter, to install a changeover manifold switch to both cylinders so that a constant 
supply of gas could be maintained over the winter months. Hopefully this could be done when he is 
installing the new gas stove.   TH would be asked to provide a way of locking the cupboard. 
It was envisaged the average use of gas would be 2 or 3 cylinders a year meaning obtaining replacements 
would not be too onerous. 
 
CW asked if the minutes of meetings, Committee and AGM could be made available on the iPad? 
This was discussed and the consensus was that Committee meeting minutes are confidential to the 
committee members and should not be published. 
AGM minutes should be made available to members but making them available on the iPad would also 
open them up to the public. The preferred option was to email them to all members following an AGM. 
It was suggested that the newsletter be started up again, following an committee meeting, giving everyone 
a summary of any decisions made and general news.     [Action JM J ) 
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Recruitment – CW said she would be attempting to recruit members at the forthcoming RNLI Open Days  
She has also produced a poster saying we are looking for new members, which has already been successful 
in tempting a passing walker into the lookout to discuss. He aims to join us in August when he moves to 
the island. 
JW and JM will get together soon to look at the membership database to make sure it is current following 
some new members joining us and some leaving.  JM will also provide an updated contacts list of team 
members for the committee to use in their email system. 
JW suggested that we focus on Rob Warnock and Mike Bond with a view to filling any gaps in the training 
and progressing them through to becoming Watchkeepers.    [Action JW & JM] 
 
 
CW asked if we could get some Hi Viz Jackets?  WJ said we now had two new ones in the lookout which 
had been provided by Trevor Sturrock. 
She was also concerned that the wrist bands in the lookout had been “destroyed” by a member ( on the 
grounds of them being unethical and potentially contributing to plastic waste in the oceans). Whilst the 
motives were understandable, the fact it had been done without any consultation was not acceptable. A 
donation had apparently been made to cover the potential income from these. 
 
MR suggested we consider buying a hand bearing compass as he was unaware that the station Pelorus was 
currently being “fettled” to increase stability.  It was though this was still a good idea and Mike was asked 
to progress this                   [Action  MR] 
 
JW said that members of the newly formed NCI station at Llandudno were planning to visit us on August 
3rd.  The station is just about to become operational.   
 
WJ informed us that Holyhead Coast Rescue Team had been temporarily disbanded.  Rhoscolyn and 
Rhosneiger teams would merge to provide cover for that area. The reason wasn’t known or whether it was 
permanent or not. 
 
At the AGM, there was a suggestion to purchase a good pair of Image Stabilised Binoculars. Kath Shipley 
had undertaken to investigate various models and had sought advice from Peter Phillips who has a pair. 
Their advice was the Canon 12 X 36  IS III were the best option in our price range. They were available for 
£599 and we would eventually be able to reclaim £99 of this in VAT. 
It was agreed that we use the £500 donation received earlier this year for these as they would be a 
tangible use of the money that we could demonstrate to the donors. JM undertook to purchase these on 
line after which WJ would organise some form of training material to be issued to users before they are 
put into use. Care would need to be taken not to let members of the public loose on them and especially 
children . 
 
The meeting closed at 13.00Hrs with thanks to Elizabeth for her hospitality and excellent Welsh Cakes !! 
 
Next meeting will be on Saturday 5th October at 10.00 Hrs 
Venue will be John Wilsons, Aber Alaw, Gorad Rd, Valley. 
 


